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Energy dependence of quantum dot formation by ion sputtering
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Ordered quantum dot patterns are generated on GaSb and InSb surfaces due to a surface instability induced
by Ar1-ion sputtering at normal incidence. The characteristic length of the generated patterns scales with the
square root of the ion energy over the energy range of 75–1800 eV. This energy dependence is compared to
the solutions of the isotropic Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation and allows the determination of the lateral width
of the energy distribution deposited by the incident ions in the very-low-energy range. We show that the
observed energy dependence is in agreement with the linear continuum theory under the assumption that the
dominant smoothing process is due to effective ion-induced diffusion without mass transport on the surface.
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The controlled fabrication of semiconductor nanostru
tures remains a key requirement for the development of
ture optoelectronic and electronic devices. Althou
electron-beam lithography enables the fabrication of str
tures with nanometer dimensions, the low throughput of
rial lithographic methods represents a severe bottlen
Therefore alternative methods based on self-organizatio
form large arrays of well-defined quantum dots~QD’s! have
attracted extensive attention in the past. Up to now mos
the work was based on the spontaneous growth of s
organized QD’s on semiconductor surfaces in the Stran
Krastanov~SK! growth mode.1 Very recently, low-energy
ion sputtering at normal incidence has been demonstrate
be an attractive alternative to SK growth, opening a prom
ing route for the parallel fabrication of uniform semicondu
tor QD’s ordered in a hexagonal array.2 This self-organized
formation of periodic arrays of QD’s during ion sputtering
based on a surface instability, i.e., the interplay between
face roughening induced by sputtering and smoothing p
cesses on the surface. The basic mechanism has been r
to physical principles underlying the formation of period
ripple structures during ion sputtering of surfaces at obliq
angles of incidence.3 These ripple patterns have been o
served on different surfaces of semiconductors,4–8 metals,9,10

and glass.11 The formation of ripple patterns has been inve
tigated experimentally and theoretically in great deta12

while the formation of regular dot arrays is not yet ful
reconnoitered.

In order to control the formation process for the QD
induced by ion sputtering a quantitative understanding of
formation mechanism is required. For the description of
dot formation mechanism a continuum model has been
veloped, which is related microscopically to the distributi
function of the energy deposited by the incident ions,3 and
allows the derivation of the wavelength of the pattern. Ot
microscopic models relate the formation of nanostructure
the formation of surface defects and adatoms and their
fusion on the surface.10,13 However, quantitative prediction
are difficult to extract from these models. Here we report
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the investigation of the energy dependence of the dot ev
tion during low-energy ion sputtering. We observe a squa
root dependence of the characteristic length of the gener
dot patterns over a large energy range. This energy de
dence confirms the predictions of the continuum model
dot patterns under isotropic sputtering conditions and allo
us to draw conclusions on the type of smoothing proc
involved. We find that the scaling with energy of the cha
acteristic length is directly related to the scaling of the late
width of the energy deposited by the incident ions, thus
lowing the experimental verification of this parameter in t
low-energy regime.

The evolution of the surface during the sputter proces
described by a partial differential equation,3 which incorpo-
rates the characteristic dependence of the erosion rate o
local surface curvature.14 Under certain conditions a surfac
instability is induced with a roughening rate proportional
the second derivative of the surface contour.3,12,15,16The re-
sulting equation describing the dynamics of the surface m
phology was originally considered for the description
chemical waves and flame fronts and is known as
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky~KS! equation.17,18In the special case
of isotropic ion sputtering, i.e., at normal incidence or no
normal incidence in conjunction with a rotating surface, t
isotropic KS equation describes the temporal evolution of
surface height functionh(x,y) as15,19
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Herev0 is the average erosion velocity of the surface dur
sputtering,n is the effective surface tension induced by i
sputtering,D is the coefficient related to relaxation by su
face diffusion which will be explained in detail below,l is
the tilt-dependent erosion rate, andh(x,y,t) is white noise
incorporating the stochastic nature of the ion-sputtering p
cess. The coefficientsn andl are calculated from the distri
bution of the energy deposited by the incident ions, which
assumed to be Gaussian, as given in Eqs.~2! and ~3! ~for
details see Refs. 3, 12, and 20!. They are functions of ion
current densityJ, ion energye, and of the parameters de
scribing the Gaussian energy distribution, i.e., ion rangea,
longitudinal widths, and lateral widthm. p is the propor-
tionality factor coupling the energy deposited with the e
sion rate.

The surface relaxation due to diffusion is described by
term D¹2(¹2h) in Eq. ~1!. This term may be governed b
different physical processes that may or may not invo
mass transport on the surface. Originally, the surface di
sion was introduced as thethermally activatedsurface diffu-
sion Dt5D0 exp(2Ea/kBT), with Ea the activation energy
kB Boltzmann’s constant, andT the temperature.3 This
smoothing rate is based on mass transport on the sur
Going beyond the second-order term in the series expan
of the erosion velocity an additional term must be taken i
account, with the same mathematical formDeff¹

2(¹2h) as
the thermal diffusion but of different origin.Deff is called
effective ion-inducedsurface diffusion and must be regard
as a smoothing contribution in the morphology evoluti
without mass transport.20 The coefficientDeff is directly re-
lated to the parameters of the distribution of the energy
posited,

Deff5
am4

8s2 F Jep

A2ps
expS 2

a2

2s2D G . ~4!

The total smoothing rate is the sum of the two diffusi
termsDt andDeff . At low temperature and high ion energ
the effective ion-induced surface diffusion should clea
dominate over thermal diffusion.

Periodic surface structures are already predicted by
linear form of Eq.~1!, i.e., l50. A negative effective sur-
face tension (n,0) introduces a surface instability that ten
to increase the surface roughness but which is balance
surface smoothing via diffusion.3 A Fourier analysis of the
solutions of the linear equation yields periodic structu
with a characteristic wavelengthl c52pA2D/unu. Ampli-
tudes with such a periodicity grow exponentially with tim

The nonlinear terml/2(¹h)2 in Eq. ~1! becomes relevan
for later times at higher slopes of the height functionh(x,y).
It has been demonstrated recently by numerical analysi
the KS equation that the nonlinear term leads to a satura
of the amplitude of the periodic structures.21 In addition, this
term governs the formation of uniform andlong-range hex-
agonalordering. This self-ordering appears in the early sta
of the nonlinear regime with the same characteristic lengtl c
as given by the solution of the linear equation. Without t
nonlinear term solutions with fourfold symmetric dot pa
16532
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terns are expected only. For longer times the surface con
evolves towards unordered patterns and enters the regim
kinetic roughening.21

The main part of this paper is devoted to investigating
role of ion-induced diffusion for the formation of QD pa
terns, as manifested in the energy dependence of the pa
period. In the case of ion-induced diffusion the characteris
wavelengthl c obtained from Eqs.~2! and ~4! is

l c5A2pm. ~5!

From sputter theory it is known that the lateral widthm of
the energy deposited varies with

m;e2m, ~6!

with m ranging fromm51 at high energies down tom'0 at
very low energies.22,23 The parameterm originates from the
interatomic potentialV(R)5R21/m determining the stopping
cross section. At very high ion energies Rutherford scatter
with m51 is assumed. At low energies the screening of
Coulomb interaction becomes essential decreasingm to
;1/2 over several keV range and to;1/3 in the lower keV
range.22 In the low-energy range considered in our expe
ments the characteristic length should therefore increase
ion energy according to the power law in Eq.~6! with 0
<m<1/2. Furthermore,l c should be independent of ion cu
rent density and sample temperature in the case of
induced diffusion. In distinct contrast to this ion-induced d
fusion processes, thermally activated diffusion would lead
e2m dependence of the characteristic wavelengthl c . In ad-
dition, l c would depend on temperature and on ion curr
density.21

Here, the period of the QD patterns that are produced
~100! surfaces of GaSb and InSb wafers by low-energy A1

sputtering under normal incidence is carefully determined
a function of ion energy. The Ar1 ions are generated in a
electron cyclotron resonance~ECR! plasma and extracted b
an accelerator voltage from the plasma to the sample surf
The Ar1 ions bombard the surface at normal incidence w
an ion current density of 2.531015 cm22 s21. The average
erosion velocity of the GaSb surface ranges from 0.2
2.6 nm s21 for ion energies of 50 to 1800 eV, respectivel
The sample temperature is kept constant during the ion s
tering at two distinct values of260° and160 °C by cooling
the sample holder with water or liquid nitrogen. The surfa
morphology induced by the ion bombardment is analyzedex
situ by scanning electron microscopy~SEM! and atomic
force microscopy~AFM!. The characteristic length of th
periodicity and the QD size and density are extracted fr
the SEM images. In order to calculate the coefficie
n, Deff , andl independently, the parameters of the dist
bution of the energy deposited, which is assumed Gauss
are calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation of the io
bombardment process in a binary collision approximation
the TRIM program.24

The time evolution of the QD’s can be summarized
follows:2 after a short sputtering time of approximately 40
small dots can already be identified with a characteris
length that depends on ion energy. During the subsequ
9-2
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ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF QUANTUM DOT FORMATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 165329
sputtering the characteristic length decreases slightly, by
proximately 20%, whereas the dot diameter increases u
the dots touch each other. In this stage the dots have a
agonal closed-packed arrangement on the surface and
dergo no further changes in the morphology during sub
quent sputtering. The steady-state morphology observe
our experiments supports the experimentally observed s
ration of the amplitude of ripple patterns.25 Besides the pre-
viously mentioned nonlinear term in the KS equation, diffe
ent mechanisms have been proposed for the ampli
saturation.26,25

The characteristic wavelengthl c was determined for ion
current densities in the range of 131015–4
31015 cm22 s21 and sample temperatures of260 °C and
160 °C at an ion energy of 500 eV. The wavelength sho
no dependence on ion current density and sample temp
ture. This observation is a clear hint that the relevant smo
ing process is nonthermal up to160 °C sample temperatur
at the ion energies used in the experiments. It supports
assumption that the effective ion-induced diffusion dom
nates over thermal diffusion in this temperature range in
dot formation process on GaSb.21

Figure 1 shows QD patterns on GaSb surfaces after
sputtering at energies of 100, 450, and 1500 eV, respectiv
The ion dose was calculated from the sputtering yield to g
a constant depth of the sputtered area of approximately
nm. The regular long-range hexagonal ordering is presen
all QD patterns. The insets show the corresponding distr
tions of the nearest-neighbor distance. At lower energies
dots have a circular and uniform shape and are ordered i
array with a narrow distribution of the nearest-neighbor d
tance@Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. At higher energies the shape o
the dots becomes asymmetric with a larger spread in
distribution of their distance. This stage may indicate that
process enters the kinetic roughening regime for longer s
tering @Fig. 1~c!#.

Figure 2 shows a double logarithmic plot of the chara
teristic wavelengthl c for GaSb and InSb QD patterns vers
the ion energye. The data for the characteristic length f
GaSb patterns shows two regimes in the measured en
range of 40 to 1800 eV. From 1800 eV down to 75 eV
power-law dependence ofl c on e with an exponent of 0.5
60.02 is determined. This result is in excellent agreem
with the predictions for the characteristic length with effe
tive ion-induced diffusion as the dominant smoothing p
cess. Thus, the lateral width of the distribution of the dep
ited energym increases according to Eq.~6! with m50.25.
Below 75 eV the measured value forl c rises again. For the
three data points an exponent of21.2 is determined. This
rise may be either due to an increased influence of ther
diffusion challenging the effective ion-induced diffusion
due to the fact that at these low energiesm approaches zero
resulting in a constant widthm in Eq. ~6!.

The power-law dependence ofl c on e is also confirmed
by the three data points obtained for InSb. At the same
ergy the characteristic length of the patterns generated
InSb surfaces are higher by a factor of 1.2 compared
GaSb.
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In Fig. 2 the calculated values for the characteristic wa
length l c5A2pm with m simulated with TRIM are also
shown. The values show the same power-law depende
between the characteristic length ande. There is a factor of 6
discrepancy between the calculated values and those

FIG. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of quantum dot patte
on GaSb surfaces induced by Ar1-ion sputtering with ion energies
of ~a! 100 eV, ~b! 500 eV, and~c! 1500 eV. The dots show a
hexagonal ordering with a characteristic wavelength that depe
on ion energy. The insets show the corresponding distribution of
nearest-neighbor distance.
9-3
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tained experimentally. However, the change in character
length by a factor of 1.2 between GaSb and InSb in
experiments is well reproduced by the calculation giving
factor of 1.19. We attribute the factor of 6 discrepancy to
underestimate of the lateral widthm of the energy distribu-
tion by TRIM. TRIM is well known to have a high accuracy fo
high ion energies,24 but at low energies a higher error
expected due to many-body effects. Careful calculations
the energy distribution by molecular-dynamic simulatio
are necessary to clarify to what extentm is underestimated
by TRIM.

For oblique incidence ion sputtering the energy dep
dence of the characteristic wavelength has been investig

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of the characteristic wavelengtl c

of the QD patterns on GaSb~100! ~squares! and InSb~100! ~circles!.
The linear fit is shown as a dashed line for GaSb and gives
exponent of 0.5060.02 for the power-law dependence. The char
teristic wavelength for GaSb (1) and InSb (3) calculated with
parameters simulated byTRIM are also shown.
gt
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by several groups.6,27 Theoretically the characteristic wave
length is obtained from the more complicated anisotropic
equation, which makes the results more sensitive to spe
parameter differences than under isotropic sputtering co
tions. e.g., Vajoet al. investigated the energy dependence
the characteristic wavelength for Si~100! surfaces in the en-
ergy range of 1.5 to 7 keV.27 They found that the ripple
wavelength is independent of ion current density. Furth
more, a power-law dependence with a power of 0.8 on
energy was determined, in agreement with the energy de
dence fors andm, in the higher energy range. Furthermor
they found a ripple wavelength that scales as 40 times the
range, which is also higher than the theoretical expec
value.

In conclusion, we investigated the energy dependenc
the characteristic wavelength of hexagonal dot arrays p
duced by low-energy ion sputtering under normal inciden
On GaSb and InSb surfaces the characteristic length is
portional to the square root of the ion energy over a la
range of energies. The energy dependence of the chara
istic wavelengthl c confirms predictions made by solutions
the linear continuum equation with an effective ion-induc
diffusion as the dominant relaxation process for Ar1-ion en-
ergies of 75 to 1800 eV and temperatures<60 °C. From the
scaling of the characteristic length with ion energy t
power-law dependence of the lateral width of the depos
energy with an exponent 2m with m50.25 is concluded.
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